DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVE ELASTIC THICKNESS OF THE COLOMBIAN ANDES USING SATELLITE-DERIVED GRAVITY DATA
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ABSTRACT

Gravity anomaly values derived from Global Geopotential Models (calculated from the CHAMP and GRACE satellite missions), are compared with free air ground gravity data to find the best representation of surface data. Using these values and topographical heights extracted from digital topography models, we applied the isostatic response function (admittance) to a collection of profiles, to find an average of elastic thickness for the Colombian Andes.
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RESUMEN

Se extraen valores de anomalía de gravedad de aire libre derivadas de Modelos Geopotenciales Globales, (calculados de las misiones satelitales CHAMP y GRACE) los cuales son comparados con datos de gravedad terrestre para encontrar entre estos modelos la mejor representación de los datos de superficie. Usando estos valores de anomalía y valores de alturas topográficas extraídos de un modelo de topografía digital, se aplica la función de respuesta isostática (admitancia) a un conjunto de perfiles, para hallar un promedio del espesor elástico de los Andes colombianos.
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Introduction

This paper essentially makes use of gravity anomalies and topographical heights to obtain an average of the effective elastic thickness (T_e) for the Colombian Andes. The gravity anomalies are derived from data obtained from satellite missions, which are a recent technology that is revolutionizing the world of the geosciences. To get this purpose, geophysical and geodetics concepts are used. In this way, obtaining the value of elastic thickness becomes a technical task, under the principle of a methodological application (Admittance analysis), but in the scientific world the debate about the selection of the method to find the T_e even continuous open; under this context, two schools of thought can be find: The school that accepts Admittance analysis developed by...
Dorman and Lewis (Dorman and Lewis, 1970) as the function that shows the better fit between Topography and Gravity functions and argues that Coherence analysis function overestimates the values of Te, and in the same way, the Coherence’s school (Forsyth, 1985) argues that Admittance analysis does not take into account of subsurface loads in computes of Te, and for this reason this latest subestimates Te value. The authors with this work do not pretend to take sides in this debate, because this work seeks to be a further contribution to the knowledge of the Colombian Andes, as well as to contribute to the understanding of the new technologies such as satellital geophysics.

Isostatic model

Isostatic models can be classified into two categories: Local and Regional models. In the isostatic local model, compensation occurs directly beneath the load, which is supported by materials which have a behavior similar to liquids and do not have rigidity. In the isostatic compensation regional model, the load is supported by a material that presents a certain degree of rigidity and hence their behavior is similar to an elastic plate that bends to support the load. Among the isostatic local models can found the hypothesis proposed by Airy and Pratt, whereas the most representative isostatic regional model is proposed by Vening Meinesz.

The concept of lithospheric elastic behavior is developed inside the context of Regional isostatic model, in this way the present work takes the theoretical frame of Vening Meinesz model.

Gravity data

The analytical representation of the ground gravity field is one of the main aims of Geodesy; this is work carried out through analysis of different measurements on the Earth’s surface (values of gravity, topographical heights, etc.). This analysis leads to the formulation of the equation \( \Delta V = 0 \) known also as Boundary value problem which is treated in the branch of Physical Geodesy under the topic of Potential Theory.

The representation of this phenomenon is more understandable when a reference figure that represents the Earth is taken. Geodesy takes several reference surfaces of representation of the Earth’s shape, a physical shape known as geoid and a geometrical-mathematical shape known as ellipsoid; the geoid is the equipotential surface most similar to the sea level mean at rest and it is represented by \( W = W_0 \). This potential \( W_0 \) is called real gravity potential, and with the normal gravity potential \( U_0 \) generated by ellipsoidal surface, make up the theoretical basis of mathematical Boundary Value Problem.

The difference between these two potentials is known as perturbation potential or just as potential difference \( T \):

\[
T = W - U
\]

When atmospheric attraction disregards, \( T \) is harmonic outside Earth and satisfies Laplace’s equation:

\[
\Delta T = 0
\]

These parameters allow obtaining several functions of the gravity field (gravity anomalies, geoid undulations, vertical deflections, etc.) through its relationship with the anomalous potential \( T \), whose series development is according to (Heiskanen and Moritz 1967, Torge 2001):

\[
T(r, \theta, \lambda) = \frac{GM}{r} \left( \sum_{n=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=-n}^{n} \left( \frac{a}{r} \right)^n \frac{Y_n^m}{P_n^m}( \cos \theta) \right)
\]

Analysis of perturbations of artificial satellite orbits has made the largest contribution to global determination of the long-wavelength components of the Earth’s gravitational field. The resulting global geopotential models (GGM), are usually provided as truncated series of spherical harmonics. Due to several limiting factors these satellite-only GGMs are of a limited spherical harmonics degree (typically 20-30), hence spatial resolution (Featherstone W. E., 2003).

Among the largest list of available global geopotential models (GGM), three models with several properties have been selected to achieve the purpose of obtaining a surface of gravity anomaly that represents the gravity function in admittance analysis.

Obtaining gravity surface for Colombian Andes

The global geopotential models offer a uniform coverage of the study area, so it is possible to obtain the required term in the gravity field for a particular study. Data from ground gravity do not have a uniform distribution, although the generation of maps of gravity anomaly is possible thanks to the applications of several interpolation methods. The selection of the final model that best represents the field of ground gravity, takes place through the analysis of the correlation parameters between the map of ground gravity anomaly and each of the different maps resulting from the models.

To achieve the purpose of obtaining a gravity field representation for Colombian Andes that best fits with ground gravity data, it is necessary to obtain data from sampling
grids of free air gravity anomalies from global geopotential models (GGM), with a spacing resolution of approximately 0.5 degrees or 30 arcmin, and subsequently to obtain the anomaly maps through interpolation method. The available data of ground gravity anomaly are the third order gravity network of IGAC showed in the figure 1. The GGM derived gravity anomalies can be computed from spherical harmonics coefficients to degree $n_{\text{max}}$ using:

$$
\Delta \rho_{\text{GGM}} = \frac{GM}{R} \sum_{n=2}^{n_{\text{max}}} (n-1) \left( \frac{a}{R} \right)^n \sum_{m=0}^{n} \cos^m (\theta) \left( \cos \phi \right) \left( \frac{1}{n_m!} \right)
$$

Figure 1: Available free air ground gravity data, Source: División de Geodesia, Instituto Geográfico Agustín Codazzi (IGAC).
The selection of the final model that best represents the Earth gravity field is done by analyzing the parameters of correlation between the ground gravity map and each of the maps resulting from different models. Table 1 shows the obtained correlations. According to data in the Table 1, there is a high level of correlation existing between TEG4 and GGM02 models, while the correlation between these models and EIGEN-CG03C model is the lowest. On the other hand, the same table shows the correlation between GGM models and ground gravity data maps and suggests that the average of correlation which only is up to 55 percent. This is the result from low and non uniform ground gravity data coverage over Colombia’s continental territory (i.e. Colombian Amazonia). Finally, this suggests that the model that best represent the terrestrial gravity field in Colombian continental crust is EIGEN-CG03C (Figure 2) with a correlation coefficient of 0.58921.

**Effective elastic thickness determination**

On large time scales the Earth’s lithosphere exhibit a regional behavior, thus it tends to experiment flexure, due to the loads. It can be assumed that the lithosphere presents the behavior of a filter which removes large amplitudes, i.e., short wavelengths associated with local isostasy models allow the pass of small amplitudes, or long wavelengths are associated with flexural models (Watts, 2001). In this filter, load $h_1(x)$ produces a deflection $y_1(x)$ and load $h_2(x)$ produces a deflection $y_2(x)$ then load $h_1(x) + h_2(x)$ produces a flexure $y_1(x) + y_2(x)$. The filters that have this kind of behavior are called Linear Space Invariant (LSI) and are characterized when they are subjected to periodic loads its output is also periodic (Watts, 2001).

In the Earth’s internal structure the part which supports the deflection is called Effective elastic thickness ($T_e$). “This is defined as the thickness of the crust that behaves elastically and that supports some or all topographical load”. (Burov and Diament, 1995). It lies on a fluid asthenosphere; therefore the largest value of elastic thickness increments the capacity of the lithosphere to support topographical loads without having deflection. Airy’s model represents a special case in which the value of $T_e$ is null. To calculate the effective elastic thickness, there are several methods that are most based on spectral and spatial relationships between topography and gravity, which are obtained through the use of maps or profiles. The approach to be adopted in this work is to use a technique within the framework of spectral methods, using information from profiles.

**Admittance analysis**

Admittance analysis or also known as isostatic response function was developed by LeRoy M. Dorman and Brian T. R. Lewis in the year 1970. The Gravitational admittance “is the wave number parameter that modifies the topography so as to produce gravity anomaly”. (Watts, 2001). This allows “expresses the dependence of the gravity anomaly on topography as a function of several physical parameters (plate thickness, plate rigidity, density distribution) and wavelength”. (Billen, 2001).

Admittance function $Z(k)$ is defined as:

$$Z(k) = \frac{G(k)}{H(k)}$$

Where $k$ is wavenumber, $G(k)$ and $H(k)$ are Fourier transforms of gravity and topography respectively. Cross spectrum $C(k)$ is given by:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlation Matrix</th>
<th>Ground</th>
<th>GGM02C</th>
<th>TEG4</th>
<th>EIGEN-CG03C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.5724</td>
<td>0.5825</td>
<td>0.5892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGM02C</td>
<td>0.5724</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9602</td>
<td>0.9315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEG4</td>
<td>0.5825</td>
<td>0.9602</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.8935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIGEN-CG03C</td>
<td>0.5892</td>
<td>0.9315</td>
<td>0.8935</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2: EIGEN-CG03C free air gravity anomaly map. EIGEN Models (from 01 to 04) are derived from CHAMP and GRACE observations and present two versions, accompanied by a S only has the satellite component (n = 120) and the accompanying by a C has two components (Satellite and Terrestrial), this last includes the same terrestrial data contained in the model EGM96 and presents until n = 360; these models are maintained and updated by the GFZ (GeoForschungsZentrum).
Here $*$ denotes conjugate complex and $N$ is the total number of profiles employed.

The power spectrum of topography $E(k)$ is given as:

$$E(k) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{r=1}^{N} H_r(k) H_r^*(k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Finally, Observed Admittance average $Z_{obs}(k)$ is computed from:

$$Z_{obs}(k) = \frac{C(k)}{E(k)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The observed admittance curve is compared with a set of theoretical admittance curves for several values of effective elastic thickness. The final value of $T_e$ is obtained through the selection of the lowest mean square error between the observed admittance curve and each one of the theoretical curves.

Theoretical Admittance is defined as:

$$Z_{theo}(k) = 2\pi G \rho_a \left( \frac{1 - \exp(-kT_e)}{A} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

With:

$$A = 1 + \frac{Dk^4}{g(\rho_a - \rho_f)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

And $D$ (flexural rigidity):

$$D = \frac{E T_e^3}{12(1-\nu^2)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Where:

$$K = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}$$  \hspace{1cm} Wavenumber

$G = 6.67 \times 10^{-11} \frac{m^3}{kg^2}$  \hspace{1cm} Universal gravity constant

$E = 10^{11} Pa$  \hspace{1cm} Young modulus

$\rho = 0.25$  \hspace{1cm} Poisson rate

$g = 9.8 \frac{g}{cm^3}$  \hspace{1cm} Gravity acceleration

$\rho_a = 2.8 \frac{g}{cm^3}$  \hspace{1cm} Average Crustal density

$\rho_m = 3.3 \frac{g}{cm^3}$  \hspace{1cm} Average Mantle density

$T_c = 33 km$  \hspace{1cm} Contrast Density Layer Depth (average crustal thickness)

$T_e$  \hspace{1cm} Effective elastic thickness

The mean square error is calculated using:

$$RMS = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{(p_i - r_i)^2}{N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Here:

$p$  \hspace{1cm} Projected value.

$r$  \hspace{1cm} Observed value.

$N$  \hspace{1cm} Sample size

To obtain the observed admittance curve, data were used from the free air gravity anomaly map produced from the model EIGEN-CG03C (Figure 2) and the digital terrain model constructed with data from SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) show in Figure 3.

A set of seven (7) profiles was drawn, both in the map of free air anomaly, as in the digital terrain model, crossing the Andes on a perpendicular path and covers it homogeneously, Figure 3. Profiles were sampled each 1800 m taking the ratio of DTM spatial resolution and free air gravity anomaly map resolution. To employ the Fourier analysis these profiles should complete a number of $2n$ data, where $n = 8$ because the total distance of the profiles have a range between 400 and 700 km approximately. Theoretical admittance curves were computed for $T_e$ values of 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 km, in the same way observed admittance curve and its square medium errors were computed too. The results are showed in Figure 4 and Table 2.

### Table 2: Admittance Mean Square Errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_e$</th>
<th>$T_e$=10 km</th>
<th>$T_e$=15 km</th>
<th>$T_e$=20 km</th>
<th>$T_e$=25 km</th>
<th>$T_e$=30 km</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{obs}$</td>
<td>0.0002084</td>
<td>0.0000705</td>
<td>0.0000505</td>
<td>0.0001410</td>
<td>0.0002977</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3: DTM and Profiles used in Admittance Analysis. The profiles were used to extract both gravity and topographical data from maps.
In conclusion according to Table 2, the average of effective elastic thickness for Colombian Andes is 20 km. Taking into account this value, theoretical admittance curve and observed admittance values with its standard deviations are represented in Figure 5.

**Discussion**

Effective elastic thickness computes studies made in Andes mountain belt inside Colombia, have employed several techniques and also have obtained several values. Some of this works were made for South American continental surface and some others specifically in Colombian Andes employing different methods.

Kellogg *et al.* (1995) used flexural models 2D employing a fractured plate, obtaining a value of effective elastic thickness between 20 and 25 km below volcanic arc and 60 km for mountain belt placed at north of volcanic arc. Quintero (1998) used admittance method with profiles employing Bouguer anomaly and topographical heights, in the

---

**Figure 4**: Theoretical admittance curves for $T_e = 10, 15, 20, 25$ and $30$ km, and observed admittance curve. All the curves were calculated from topographical heights and free air gravity anomalies.

**Figure 5**: Theoretical admittance curve (dashed curve) for $T_e = 20$ km and observed admittance values (solid circle) with its respected standard deviations (vertical bars).
same way used flexural modeling using a continuous plate; in West and Central mountain belt found an elastic thickness value of 10 km, while Eastern mountain belt does not have elastic support, this means that it has a null value of elastic thickness.

Londoño (2004) also employed flexural modeling with continuous plate finding for Putumayo Basin, an Elastic Thickness value between 20 and 40 km. Recently Cerón et al (2007) found for Plato Basin an elastic thickness value of 27 km, this value was computed from Flexural Analysis with continuous plate. Finally, Stewart and Watts (1997) through continuous plate modeling obtained a value of Te for Colombian Andes of 45 km with 40 km bias.

In South America have been conducted several studies, with the main aim of obtaining elastic thickness variations maps, although there are works that provide specific values. Ojeda (2000) made his research for Andes north region; this region includes Colombian East Cordillera and Sierra del Mérida in Venezuela. To find the value of Elastic Thickness was used Coherence technique employing Hanning and Multitaper spectral estimators, obtaining an average value of 30 km. Montavani et al (2001) get a spatial variations map using empirical correlations between tidal gravity anomalies and elastic thickness values, finding for Colombian Andes a value between 69 and 79 km. Into recent studies and that have employed satellite-derived data too, there are two works Tassara et al (2007) and Perez-Gusinye et al (2007). Tassara et al (2007) has used topographical heights and EIGEN-CG03C model data to derive Bouguer anomalies, which were applied Coherence method using continuous Wavelets transform’s Morlet family, getting an Elastic Thickness structure map for all South America, in Colombian Andes found a 40 km value with 15 km bias. Perez-Gusinye et al (2007) has used topographical heights and EIGEN-CG03C model data and also ground gravity data, which were applied Coherence technique employing multitaper spectral estimators, obtaining the elastic thickness value between 25 and 30 km.

In the field of studies that employ spectral methods to find elastic thickness value, all of these make use of Coherence technique with Bouguer anomalies and several estimators like Hanning, Multitaper o more recently like Wavelet Morlet family. Starting with this approach, the obtained value of 20 km, in comparison with Ojeda (2000) and Perez-Gusinye (2007) works, is low; although with Tassara’s research, there is more agreement, because if the lowest limit value of this study is taken, it will be 25 km of Te. Finally making a comparison with Montavani et al (2001) study, it is noticeable that the value that it gets is markedly high, but is important to highlight that Perez-Gusinye et al (2007) argue that this values cannot be compared with studies that make use of gravity anomalies and topographical height, because while the tidal loads have a short duration, the elastic thickness responses to a deformation process that only can be measured in geological time.

The average value of Elastic Thickness for the Colombian Andes obtained in this work, it means, 20 km comparing it with other studies, suggests that this one is similar to the values obtained for the Putumayo Basin and the Volcanic Arc. Now, comparing this work with Quintero’s (1998) study, a value of 20 km is equivalent to twice the obtained value for this author, but, the 10 km value is the lowest inside the totally of known studies. If the same confrontation is made with the obtained value from Plato Basin study, 20 km value is low too, in the same way that occurs with Stewart and Watts (1997) in which this value is only a half.

Conclusions

The Te value obtained in this work is relatively low with the most studies, like it could be expected. The main cause is the kind of method that was used, because other techniques like Coherence suggest that Admittance gets an underestimation or lower limit of the elastic thickness true value, argument that can be debated, because researchers that have employed Admittance argue that processes as erosion and sedimentation tends to thin the topographical surface, and in this way the response of Crust is reduced in presence of subsurface loads.

Although 20 km value is low in relation to other works, it is totally congruent with the results that have to be expected in Admittance studies, that make use of free air anomalies, because in studies like McKenzie and Fairhead (1997), it has been found that for continental lithosphere the elastic thickness value, with some exceptions, do not exceed 25 km, since, it is usually close to the seismogenic thickness value, this argument is still in discussion.
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